To successfully interact with their environments, developing organisms need to correctly process sensory information and generate motor outputs appropriate to their size and structure. Patterned sensory experience has long been known to induce various forms of developmental plasticity that ultimately shape mature neural circuits. These same types of plasticity also allow developing organisms to respond appropriately to the external world by dynamically adapting neural circuit function to ongoing changes in brain circuitry and sensory input. Recent work on the visual systems of frogs and fish has provided an unprecedented view into how visual experience dynamically affects circuit function at many levels, ranging from gene expression to network function, ultimately leading to system-wide functional adaptations.
Patterned visual activity and the developing visual system: an overview The survival of an organism depends on its ability to successfully interact with the environment, and for a young animal this typically begins before its nervous system has completed development. The immature nervous system, though considerably different from the adult brain, is obviously capable of providing essential functions for the animal to thrive [1] . However, as development proceeds and the organism grows, the nervous system undergoes profound activity-dependent and -independent changes both in the architecture of its neural circuitry and in the electrical properties of individual neurons within those circuits. This type of developmental plasticity has traditionally been invoked to explain how the adult brain comes to be sculpted from the immature circuit during development. In the short-term, however, plasticity also mediates important adaptive changes that help developing organisms to respond appropriately to the environment in the face of their own ongoing changes.
The visual system of vertebrates provides one of the best-studied examples of the role of sensory experience in circuit development [2] . Starting with seminal discoveries by Hubel and Wiesel [3] , a long history of increasingly sophisticated experiments has implicated spatiotemporal patterns of neural activity, arising either spontaneously or through visual stimulation, in the refinement of several fundamental aspects of mammalian visual system organization; these include proper retinotopy, segregation of monocular inputs and stimulus selectivity [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Visual activity and patterned spontaneous activity are believed to guide this process through the induction of various forms of use-dependent plasticity -such as long-term potentiation (LTP) and depression (LTD) and synaptic scaling -that, over development, gradually shape the functional organization of the visual system [10] [11] [12] . However, it is also becoming evident that the visual system can adapt rapidly to changes in the visual environment to maintain stable function [13] [14] [15] . Some of the same plasticity mechanisms implicated in development are also important for these functional adaptations, although some novel ones might also be involved.
Here we review several recent studies describing the role of patterned retinal activity on the functional properties of the visual systems of developing frogs and fish, mostly in Xenopus tadpoles and zebrafish embryos. These studies have helped to elucidate general principles that probably extend to a variety of sensory systems across vertebrate species. External fertilization and development make fish and frogs particularly amenable to early surgical and genetic manipulations, including transplantation, dye-labeling and transfection of single cells. This has led to their increasing popularity for in vivo imaging and electrophysiological studies during embryonic development. The main visual center in these animals is the optic tectum that receives direct input from the retina. The output of the tectum is directly related with the activation
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Glossary
Receptive field (RF): in the case of the visual system, the receptive field of a neuron is the area of visual space in which a visual stimulus will activate the neuron. Retinotopic map: an orderly projection between the retina and a central visual area (in this case the optic tectum) in which near-neighbor relationships are maintained such that nearby cells in the retina project to nearby cells in the tectum. This maintains the relative topographical organization of visual space in the different visual areas. Spike timing-dependent plasticity: a type of long-term synaptic plasticity in which the polarity of the change in synapse strength (either potentiation or depression) depends on the relative timing between the synaptic input and the spiking of the postsynaptic cell. Synaptic scaling: a type of adaptive synaptic plasticity in which the synaptic strengths of all synapses in a neuron are up-or down-regulated in response to long-term decreases or increases in global levels of neural activity. 
